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Abstract
In [10], we introduced a path constraint language and established the undecidability of its
associated implication problems. In this paper, we identify several fragments of the language,
and establish the decidability of the implication and nite implication problems for each of these
fragments in the context of semistructured databases. In addition, we demonstrate that these
fragments suce to express important semantic information such as extent constraint, inverse
relationships and local database constraints commonly found in object-oriented databases. We
also show that these fragments are useful for, among other things, query optimization.
1 Introduction
The representation of data as a rooted edge-labeled graph has gained enormous popularity recently
in semistructured data. It has proven to be useful for a wide range of applications such as integrating
heterogeneous data sources (Lorel [3], MSL [22]), querying biological data (UnQL [9]) and querying
the Web (W3QS [17], WebSQL [19], STRUQL [14]). See [1] for a survey. The graph in Figure 1,
taken from [10], provides an example of such a representation of a database. In the graph, the root
node r indicates a (persistent) entry point into the database, the vertices represent data entities,
and the edges are labeled with attribute names.
As it stands, the graph representation of data does not provide full information about the
structure of the data. In response to this problem, in [10] we presented a class of path inclusion
constraints, P , for the graph data model. These path constraints are capable of expressing natural
integrity constraints that are a fundamental part of the semantics of the data. For example,
by taking edge labels as binary relations, the following semantic relations can be expressed as
constraints of P .
Extent Constraints. Given the database depicted in Figure 1, one would expect the following
constraints to hold:
8 c (9 s (Students(r; s) ^ Taking(s; c)) ! Courses(r; c))
8 s (9 c (Courses(r; c) ^Enrolled(c; s))! Students(r; s))

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Taking
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r
Figure 1: Representation of a student/course database
That is, any course taken by a student must be a course that occurs in the database \extent"
of courses, and any student enrolled in a course must be a student that similarly occurs in the
database.
Inverse Constraints. The inverse relationship between Taking and Enrolled is expressed as:
8 s c (Students(r; s) ^ Taking(s; c) ! Enrolled(c; s))
8 c s (Courses(r; c) ^Enrolled(c; s)! Taking(s; c))
Such constraints are common in object-oriented databases [18, 5, 11].
Local Database Constraints. In database integration one often wants to perform the most
trivial integration and include one database as a component of another. Suppose, for example, we
want to build a database which is a set, Schools, of school databases described above. Now we
may want certain constraints to hold on components of this database. For example, the \extent
constraints" described above now hold on each member of the set Schools. Here we refer to a
component database such as a member of the set Schools as a local database and its constraints
as local database constraints. Extending our graph representation by adding edges labeled with
Schools from the new root node to the roots of local databases, the local extent constraints are:
8 d c (Schools(r; d) ^ 9 s (Students(d; s) ^ Taking(s; c)) ! Courses(d; c))
8 d s (Schools(r; d) ^ 9 c (Courses(d; c) ^Enrolled(c; s)) ! Students(d; s))
Path inclusion constraints have been studied in [4]. However, the constraints of [4] cannot
express, for example, the inverse relationship and the local database constraints described above.
Path constraints of P are useful for a number of reasons. For semistructured data, in particular,
these constraints can be used for optimizing queries and for imposing some form of structure on
the data.
There has been work in optimization techniques for queries on semistructured data. In [9], a
lambda calculus for semistructured data is presented. This yields a framework for graph transfor-
mations which, in turn, allows an optimized evaluation of UnQL queries. In [24], a query decom-
position method is proposed as an ecient query evaluation strategy on distributed data sources.
In [3], extensions to the optimization techniques for generalized path expressions in object-oriented
databases developed by [2, 12] are considered for semistructured data. Recently, Abiteboul and
Vianu investigated query optimization by using path constraints [4].
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connect
connectconnect
connect
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connect
Wall-street
Name
"Washington D.C."
r
"New York"
NameName
White-house
Figure 2: An example tour database
In the spirit of [4], here we demonstrate how to use path constraints of P to optimize queries.
Suppose, for example, we want to nd all the students taking the course \Chem3" in the database
depicted in Figure 1. Given the inverse and extent constraints described above, we are able to
express this (in OQL [11] syntax) as:
select s
from r.Courses c, c.Enrolled s
where c.CName = "Chem3"
Without the inverse and extent constraints, one may have to traverse the database extent of students
to answer the query.
As another example, consider the tour database in Figure 2. Suppose we want to nd all the
cities connected to Philadelphia via one or more connect edges. Given the path constraints of P
below:
8x y (cities(r; x)^ 9 z (connect(x; z) ^ connect(z; y)) ! connect(x; y))
8x y (cities(r; x) ^ connect(x; y)! connect(y; x))
we are able to write the query as:
select c
from r.cities p, p.connect c
where p.Name = "Philadelphia"
Without these constraints, it is inevitable to formulate the query in some recursive form. Note that
the path constraints given above are not examples of the constraints of [4].
Structural information about semistructured data is useful for query formulation and optimiza-
tion. It also facilitates browsing of the data. In [8], a schema of a semistructured database is dened
by means of graphs and simulation. Using the graph schemas, [15] provides optimization techniques
for queries with regular path expressions. The problem of inferring structure in semistructured data
is considered in [20, 21]. In [20], an algorithm is developed for approximately classifying objects
into a type hierarchy. In [21], an approach to schema discovery by traversing navigation paths is
presented.
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Path constraints oer another means to add structure to semistructured data. The extent and
inverse constraints described above, for example, convey semantics commonly found in object-
oriented databases. As another example, consider the following constraints for a Web database of
a school:
8x y (Dept(r; x) ^ TA(x; y) ! Student(x; y))
8x y (Dept(r; x) ^ TA(x; y) ! Employee(x; y))
8x y (Dept(r; x) ^ (Student(x; y) ^Employee(x; y)) ! TA(x; y)) (y)
Here r indicates the home page of the school, which has links to the home pages of departments
in the school. The home page of a department is in turn linked to the home pages of employees,
students and teaching assistants in the department. Abusing object-oriented database terms, these
constraints indicate that
 TA of a department is a \subclass" of both Student and Employee of the department; and
 the \extent" of TA is the intersection of the \extents" of Student and Employee.
The rst two constraints above are in P and the constraint (y) is in P
c
, which is a mild generalization
of P . Again, these cannot be stated as constraints of [4].
To take advantage of these path constraints, it is desirable to be able to reason about them.
However, in [10] we have shown that despite the simple syntax of the constraint language P ,
its associated implication problem is r.e. complete and its nite implication problem is co-r.e.
complete. These undecidability results motivate our search for decidable fragments of P which
retain sucient expressive power to make them of interest from a database perspective. In this
paper, we identify several fragments of P which suce to express at least the constraints we have
described above, and we establish the decidability of the implication problems associated with each
of these fragments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the formal denition of
the path constraint language P from [10], and present a mild generalization of P , P
c
. In Sections
3, 4 and 5, we identify several fragments of P which share the following properties. First, they
each properly contain the set of word constraints investigated in [4]. Second, each of them fails
to be included in two-variable rst-order logic, the fragment of rst-order logic consisting of all
relational sentences with at most two distinct variables. Third, they allow the formulation of many
semantic relations which are of interest from the point of view of database theory. And nally,
they each possess decidable implication problems. Section 6 shows that the decidability results for
these fragments of P also hold for the analogous fragments of P
c
.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we rst recall the denitions of the data model and the constraint language P from
[10], and then present a mild generalization of P .
We assume the standard notations used in rst-order logic [13].
2.1 The data model
In the same spirit of OEM [23, 3] and UnQL [9], we model semistructured databases as rooted
edge-labeled directed graphs. These graphs are represented as (nite) rst-order logic structures
of signature
 = (r; E);
where r is a constant denoting the root and E is a nite set of binary relations denoting the edge
labels. The constant r indicates an entry point into the databases.
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2.2 Paths
A path can be represented as a logic formula with two free variables.
Denition 2.1: A path is a formula (x; y) having one of the following forms:
 x = y, denoted (x; y) and called an empty path;
 K(x; y), where K 2 E; or
 9z(K(x; z) ^ (z; y)), where K 2 E and (z; y) is a path.
Here the free variables x and y denote the tail and head nodes of the path, respectively. We write
(x; y) as  when the parameters x and y are clear from the context.
The concatenation of paths (x; z) and (z; y), denoted (x; z) (z; y) or simply  , is dened
by:
(x; z)  (z; y) =
8
>
<
>
:
(x; y) if  = 
9z(K(x; z) ^ (z; y)) if  = K
9u(K(x; u) ^ (
0
(u; z)  (z; y))) if (x; z) = 9u(K(x; u) ^ 
0
(u; z))
The length of path , jj, is dened by:
jj =
8
>
<
>
:
0 if  = 
1 if  = K
1 + jj if  = K  
A path  is said to be a proper prex of %, denoted  
p
%, i there exists a path  such that
 6=  and % =   .
A path  is said to be a prex of %, denoted  
p
%, i  
p
% or  = %.
Similarly,  is said to be a sux of %, denoted  
s
%, i there exists  such that % =   .
2.3 Path constraints
The path constraint language P is formalized as follows.
Denition 2.2: A path constraint ' is an expression of either the forward form
8x y ((r; x) ^ (x; y)! (x; y));
or the backward form
8x y ((r; x) ^ (x; y)! (y; x));
where ; ;  are paths, called the prex , left tail and right tail of ', and denoted by pf('), lt(')
and rt('), respectively.
A path constraint is called a forward constraint if it is of the forward form, and a backward
constraint if it is of the backward form.
The set of all path constraints is denoted by P .
For example, all the path constraints presented in the last section, except (y), are constraints in
the set P .
We call a path constraint ' in P a simple path constraint if pf(') = . That is, ' is of either
the form
8 y ((r; y) ! (r; y));
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Figure 3: Structures distinguishable by P
or the form
8 y ((r; y) ! (y; r)):
The set of all simple path constraints is denoted by P
s
.
A proper subclass of simple path constraints, called word constraints and denoted by P
w
, was
introduced and investigated in [4]. A word constraint can be represented as
8 y ((r; y) ! (r; y));
where  and  are paths.
2.4 Path constraint implication
We borrow the standard notions of model and implication from rst-order logic [13].
Let G be a structure and ' a P
c
constraint. We use G j= ' to denote that G satises ' (i.e.,
G is a model of '). Let  be a set of P
c
constraints. We use G j=  to denote that G satises 
(i.e., G is a model of ). That is, for every  2 , G j= .
Let  [ f'g be a nite subset of P
c
. We use  j= ' to denote that  implies '. That is, for
every structure G, if G j= , then G j= '. Similarly, we use  j=
f
' to denote that  nitely
implies '. That is, for every nite structure G, if G j= , then G j= '.
In the context of semistructured databases, the implication problem for P is the problem of
determining, given any nite set [ f'g of sentences in P , whether  j= '. The nite implication
problem for P is the problem of determining, given any nite subset [f'g of P , whether  j=
f
'.
As observed by [4], every word constraint (in fact, every simple path constraint) can be expressed
by a sentence in two-variable rst-order logic (FO
2
), the fragment of rst-order logic consisting of
all relational sentences with at most two distinct variables (see [16, 7] for in-depth presentations of
FO
2
). Recently, [16] has shown that the satisability problem for FO
2
is NEXPTIME-complete by
establishing that any satisable FO
2
sentence has a model of size exponential in the length of the
sentence. The decidability of the implication and nite implication problems for word constraints
(and for simple constraints) follows immediately. In fact, [4] directly establishes (without reference
to the embedding into FO
2
) that the implication problems for word constraints are in PTIME.
In contrast to word constraints, many path constraints in P are not expressible in FO
2
.
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Example 2.1: Consider the structures G and G
0
given in Figure 3. It is easy to verify, using the
2-pebble Ehrenfeucht-Frasse style game [6], that G and G
0
are equivalent in FO
2
. However, G and
G
0
are distinguished by the path constraint
' = 8x y (K(r; x) ^K(x; y)! 9z(K(x; z) ^K(z; y)));
because G j= ' but G
0
6j= '. This shows that ' is not expressible in FO
2
.
2.5 Conjunctive path constraints
Next, we present a mild generalization of P .
Denition 2.3: A conjunctive path constraint  is an expression of either the forward form
8x y (
^
2A
(r; x) ^
^
2B
(x; y)! (x; y));
or the backward form
8x y (
^
2A
(r; x) ^
^
2B
(x; y)! (y; x));
where A;B are non-empty nite sets of paths, and are denoted by pf() and lt(), respectively.
Here  is a path, denoted by by rt().
The set of all conjunctive path constraints is denoted by P
c
.
For example, all the constraints given in the last section, including (y), are constraints of P
c
.
Every path constraint of P is a conjunctive path constraint of P
c
. As an immediate corollary
of the undecidability results established in [10], we have the following.
Corollary 2.1: The implication problem for P
c
is r.e. complete, and the nite implication problem
for P
c
is co-r.e. complete.
3 Prex restricted implication
In this section, we establish the decidability of a restricted form of the implication problems for P .
3.1 Denition
The implication problems for simple path constraints, which are known to be decidable, can be
viewed as a restricted form of the implication problems for P . More specically, the implication
problems for P
s
are the implication problems for P under the following restriction: for any nite
subset of P in the implication problems, the prex of each constraint in the subset is the empty
path.
By replacing this prex restriction with a weaker one, we dene the prex restricted implication
problems for P as follows.
Denition 3.1: A prex restricted subset of P is a nite subset of P in which the prexes of all
the constraints have the same length.
The prex restricted (nite) implication problem for P is the problem of determining, given any
prex restricted subset  [ f'g of P , whether all the (nite) models of  are also models of '.
Obviously, the implication problems for word constraints are special cases of the prex restricted
implication problems for P . Moreover, in contrast to word constraint implication, prex restricted
implication cannot be stated in two-variable rst-order logic. A convenient argument for this is that
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f'g, where ' is the constraint given in Example 2.1, is a prex restricted subset of P . However, '
is not expressible in FO
2
.
Many cases of integrity constraint implication commonly found in databases are examples of the
prex restricted implication problem for P . Among these are implications for inverse constraints
and local database constraints. As an example, consider the set consisting of the two local inverse
constraints in the school databases described in Section 1:
8 s c (9 d (Schools(r; d) ^ Students(d; s)) ^ Taking(s; c) ! Enrolled(c; s))
8 c s (9 d (Schools(r; d) ^ Courses(d; c)) ^Enrolled(c; s)! Taking(s; c))
and the constraint
8 s
1
s
2
(9 d (Schools(r; d) ^ Students(d; s
1
)) ^ (s
1
; s
2
)! 9 c (Taking(s
1
; c) ^Enrolled(c; s
2
))):
This set is a prex restricted subset of P .
Another example of prex restricted implication is the implication of the constraint
8x y (cities(r; x) ^ 9 z (connect(x; z) ^ connect(z; y))! connect(y; x))
from:
8x y (cities(r; x) ^ 9 z (connect(x; z) ^ connect(z; y)) ! connect(x; y))
8x y (cities(r; x) ^ connect(x; y)! connect(y; x))
3.2 Decidability
We next establish the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1: The prex restricted implication and nite implication problems for P are decid-
able.
The idea of the proof is to show that the satisability and nite satisability problems for the
set
S
p
= f
^
 ^ :' j  [ f'g is a prex restricted subset of Pg
are decidable. That is, we show that it is decidable to determine, given any  2 S
p
, whether there
is a (nite) structure such that G j=  .
Recall the following notion from [7].
Denition 3.2 [7]: A recursive class X of rst-order logic sentences has the small model property
for satisability i there exists a recursive function s such that for each  2 X, if  is satisable,
then  has a nite model of size at most s(j j), where j j stands for the length of  .
To show the decidability of the satisability and nite satisability problems for S
p
, it suces to
establish the small model property for S
p
. To do this, we use a path label criterion to characterize
whether a structure satises a sentence of S
p
. More specically, given a structure G and a sentence
 of S
p
, we label each node of G with paths in  . The path label of G, LB(G; ), is the collection
of the labels of all the nodes in G. This path label has the following properties:
 for any structure H, if LB(H; ) = LB(G; ), then H j=  i G j=  ; and
 there is a structure H of size at most 2
2
2 j j
, such that LB(H; ) = LB(G; ).
In the remainder of this section, we present the path label criterion and show that it has the
properties described above.
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3.3 A path label criterion
We rst dene the path labels, and then discuss their properties.
Path labels
Given a structure G and a sentence  in S
p
, we dene a path label LB(G; ) to characterize
whether G j=  .
Let G = (jGj; r
G
; E
G
) and  =
V
 ^ :'. We use the following sets to denote the paths in  :
Paths

( ) = fpf() j  2  [ f'gg
Paths

( ) = flt() j  2  [ f'gg
Paths
+

( ) = frt() j  2  [ f'g;  is a forward constraintg
Paths
 

( ) = f rt() j  2  [ f'g;  is a backward constraintg
Paths
(;)
( ) = Paths

( ) [ Paths
+

( ) [ Paths
 

( )
Here the notation   denotes the pair ( ; ). We use this notation merely to distinguish the
occurrence of a path as the right tail of a backward constraint as opposed to a forward constraint.
For each node a in jGj, we dene a path label using paths in Paths

( ) and Paths
(;)
( ).
This label consists of a pair of sets. The rst component of the pair is the set of paths from r
G
to
a which are in Paths

( ). That is,
lb

(a;G;  ) = f j  2 Paths

( ); G j= (r
G
; a)g:
The second is a collection of sets of paths in Paths
(;)
( ). Each set consists of the paths between
the node a and a node in jGj. More specically, for each b 2 jGj, let:
lbs

(a; b;G;  ) = f j  2 Paths

( ); G j= (a; b)g
lbs

(a; b;G;  ) = f j  2 Paths
+

( ); G j= (a; b)g
[ f  j    2 Paths
 

( ); G j= (b; a)g
lbs
(;)
(a; b;G;  ) = lbs

(a; b;G;  ) [ lbs

(a; b;G;  )
The second component of the label is dened by:
lb
(;)
(a;G;  ) = flbs
(;)
(a; b;G;  ) j b 2 jGjg
More precisely, we dene the label of node a in G w.r.t.  by:
lb(a;G;  ) =
(
(;; ;) if lb

(a;G;  ) = ;
(lb

(a;G;  ); lb
(;)
(a;G;  )) otherwise
The label of G w.r.t.  is dened by
LB(G; ) = flb(a;G;  ) j a 2 jGjg:
Every label l 2 LB(G; ) is a pair of sets. We refer to the rst component of l as lb

(l), and
the second as lb
(;)
(l). In addition, we use the following notations:
LB

(G; ) = flb

(l) j l 2 LB(G; )g
LB
(;)
(G; ) = flb
(;)
(l) j l 2 LB(G; )g
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We now consider a special case of LB(G; ). If  involves simple constraints only, i.e.,  [ f'g
is a subset of P
s
, then Paths

( ) = fg. Thus we have:
LB(G; ) =
(
f(; lb
(;)
(r
G
; G;  ))g if jGj is a singleton set
f(; lb
(;)
(r
G
; G;  )); (;; ;)g otherwise
In this case, the cardinality of LB(G; ) is at most 2.
Properties of the path labels
The most important property of LB(G; ) is that it characterizes whether G j=  .
Let G be a structure and  a sentence, as described above. We say that LB(G; ) satises  
i it satises the following conditions.
 For each  2 , LB(G; ) satises . That is, for any l 2 LB(G; ) and s 2 lb
(;)
(l), if
pf() 2 lb

(l) and lt() 2 s, then
{ rt() 2 s if  is a forward constraint, and
{  rt() 2 s if  is a backward constraint.
 LB(G; ) does not satisfy '. That is, there exists l 2 LB(G; ) and s 2 lb
(;)
(l), such that
pf(') 2 lb

(l), lt(') 2 s, and
{ rt(') 62 s if ' is a forward constraint, and
{  rt(') 62 s if ' is a backward constraint.
Lemma 3.2: For any structure G and any sentence  2 S
p
, G j=  i LB(G; ) satises  .
Proof: Let  =
V
^:'. It suces to show that for each  2 [f'g, G j=  i LB(G; ) satises
. Without loss of generality, assume that all the constraints in  [ f'g are forward constraints.
The proof for the backward case is analogous.
(1) Assume G j= , we want to show that LB(G; ) satises .
Suppose, for reductio, that LB(G; ) does not satisfy . That is, there exist l 2 LB(G; ) and
s 2 lb
(;)
(l), such that pf() 2 lb

(l) and lt() 2 s, but rt() 62 s. By the denition of the path
labels, there exist a; b 2 jGj, such that lb(a;G;  ) = l and lbs
(;)
(a; b;G;  ) = s. Hence,
G j= pf()(r
G
; a) ^ lt()(a; b) ^ :rt()(a; b):
This contradicts the assumption.
(2) Conversely, assume G 6j= . we want to show that LB(G; ) does not satisfy .
Suppose, for reductio, that LB(G; ) satises . That is, for each l 2 LB(G; ) and each s
2 lb
(;)
(l), if pf() 2 lb

(l) and lt() 2 s, then rt() 2 s. However, since G j= :, there exist
a; b 2 jGj, such that
G j= pf()(r
G
; a) ^ lt()(a; b) ^ :rt()(a; b):
Hence, by the denition of the path labels, pf() 2 lb

(a;G;  ), lt() 2 lbs
(;)
(a; b;G;  ), but
rt() 62 lbs
(;)
(a; b;G;  ). Let l = lb(a;G;  ) and s = lbs
(;)
(a; b;G;  ). Clearly, l and s contradict
the assumption.
From Lemma 3.2 follows immediately the corollary below.
Corollary 3.3: For all structures G, H, and any sentence  2 S
p
, if LB(G; ) = LB(H; ), then
G j=  i H j=  .
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The size of a path label
We next examine the cardinality of LB(G; ). We use jSj to denote the cardinality of a set S.
Given a sentence  2 S
p
, where  =
V
 ^ :', it is easy to verify that
jPaths

( )j  j j;
jPaths
(;)
( )j  j j:
For any structure G and any l 2 LB(G; ), lb

(l) is a subset of Paths

( ) and lb
(;)
(l) is a
subset of the power set of Paths
(;)
( ). Therefore,
jLB(G; )j  2
j j+2
j j
:
In particular, if  involves simple constraints only, then jLB(G; )j  2.
We dene the prex length of  , s

( ), to be jpf(')j. Note that the prexes of all the constraints
in  [ f'g have the same length.
3.4 The small model property
Next, we establish the small model property for S
p
. Using the path label criterion described above,
it suces to show the following.
Proposition 3.4: For each structure G and each sentence  in S
p
, there is a structure H, such
that
1. the size of H is at most 2
2
2 j j
; and
2. LB(H; ) = LB(G; ).
The proof of the proposition requires two lemmas and the following notation.
Denition 3.3: Let G be a structure, m be a natural number and a 2 jGj. The m-neighborhood
of a in G is the structure G(a) = (jG(a)j; r
G(a)
; E
G(a)
), such that
 jG(a)j = fc j c 2 jGj; there is path , jj  m and either G j= (a; c) or G j= (c; a)g;
 r
G(a)
= a; and
 for all b; c 2 jG(a)j and each K 2 E, G(a) j= K(b; c) i G j= K(b; c).
That is, G(a) is the restriction of G to jG(a)j with a as the new root.
Given a structure G and a sentence  in S
p
, the rst lemma below proves the existence of a
structure G

which has the following properties.
 LB

(G

;  ) = LB

(G; ). In addition, for each l 2 LB(G; ), there is a distinguished node
a
l
2 jG

j such that lb

(a
l
; G

;  ) = lb

(l).
 For each a 2 jG

j, if lb

(a;G

;  ) 6= ;, then a does not have any outgoing edge. That is, for
each K 2 E and b 2 jG

j, G

j= :K(a; b).
We shall proceed to construct the structure H described in Proposition 3.4 such that G

is the
s

( )-neighborhood of r
H
in H. This ensures that LB

(H; ) = LB

(G; ).
Lemma 3.5: For any structure G and sentence  2 S
p
, there is a structure G

= (jG

j; r
G

; E
G

),
such that
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1. the size of G

is at most j j+ 2
j j+2
j j
;
2. there is a subset L

of jG

j, such that
(a) there is a bijection f : LB(G; )! L

, such that for each l 2 LB(G; ),
i. lb

(l) = lb

(f(l); G

;  ) = f j  is a path; G

j= (r
G

; f(l))g,
ii. for each K 2 E and b 2 jG

j, G

j= :K(f(l); b);
(b) for each b 2 jG

j n L

,
i. lb

(b;G

;  ) = ;,
ii. there is a unique path  such that G

j= (r
G

; b). In addition, jj < s

( ).
Proof: Let I

( ) =
[
%2Paths

( )
f j  
p
%g. Here  
p
% stands for that  is a proper prex of %,
as dened in Section 2. We construct G

using LB(G; ) and I

( ) as follows. For each  2 I

( ),
let a

be a distinguished node, and for each l 2 LB(G; ), let a
l
be a distinguished node. Let
 L

= fa
l
j l 2 LB(G; )g;
 jG

j = L

[ fa

j  2 I

( )g;
 r
G

=
(
a

if s

( )  1
a
lb(r
G
;G; )
otherwise;
 for all a; b 2 jG

j and K 2 E, G

j= K(a; b) i there exists  2 I

( ), such that a = a

(i.e.,
a 62 L

), and one of the following conditions is satised:
{ there exists % 2 I

( ), such that b = a
%
(i.e., b 62 L

), and % =  K; or
{ there exists l 2 LB(G; ), such that b = a
l
(i.e., b 2 L

), and there exists % 2 lb

(l),
such that % =  K.
The structure G

is basically a rooted acyclic directed graph (see Figure 4). It has the following
properties.
 The restriction of G

to fa

j  2 I

( )g is a tree of height s

( )   1. For each node a

in
the tree, there is a single path  from the root r
G

to a

.
 At level s

( ), there are jLB(G; )j many nodes. Each of these nodes is uniquely marked
with a label l 2 LB(G; ). In addition, it does not have any outgoing edges, and all its
incoming edges are from leaves of the tree mentioned above.
We now verify that G

indeed meets all the requirements of the lemma.
(1) The size of G

.
Let size(A) denote the size of a structure A. Since jL

j = jLB(G; )j  2
j j+2
j j
and
jI

( )j  j j, size(G

) is at most
j j+ 2
j j+2
j j
:
In particular, when s

( ) = 0, jLB(G; )j  2 and size(G

) is at most 2.
(2) The properties of L

.
The bijection f from LB(G; ) to L

can be dened by:
l 7! a
l
:
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Figure 4: The structure G

in Lemma 3.5
To verify the other properties of L

, rst observe the following simple fact.
Claim: For any % 2 I

( ), f j  is a path; G

j= (r
G

; a
%
)g = f%g.
This claim can be veried by a straightforward induction on j%j. From this claim and the
construction of G

, the second statement of the lemma follows.
The next lemma deals with LB
(;)
(G; ). Given a label l in LB(G; ), it constructs a structure
G
l
= (jG
l
j; r
G
l
; E
G
l
) such that
lb
(;)
(r
G
l
; G
l
;  ) = lb
(;)
(l):
We shall construct the structure H described in Proposition 3.4 in such a way that for each l in
LB(G; ), G
l
is part of H, and moreover,
lb
(;)
(r
G
l
;H;  ) = lb
(;)
(r
G
l
; G
l
;  ):
Lemma 3.6: Let G be a structure and  a sentence in S
p
. For each label l in LB(G; ), there is
a structure G
l
, such that
1. the size of G
l
is at most 2
j j
; and
2. lb
(;)
(r
G
l
; G
l
;  ) = lb
(;)
(l).
Proof: We give a ltration argument. To do this, we need the following notations.
First, we dene the following sets:
I
+
( ) =
[
%2Paths

( )[Paths
+

( )
f j  
p
%g
I
 
( ) =
[
 %2Paths
 

( )
f  j  
s
%g
I( ) = I
+
( ) [ I
 
( )
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Here  
p
% denotes that  is a prex of %, and  
s
% denotes that  is a sux of %, as described
in Section 2. It is easy to verify that jI( )j  j j.
Second, by l 2 LB(G; ), there exists a 2 jGj such that
lb(a;G;  ) = l:
Using a, we dene a mapping g from jGj to the power set of I( ), such that for each b 2 jGj,
g(b) 7! f j  2 I
+
( ); G j= (a; b)g [ f  j    2 I
 
( ); G j= (b; a)g:
Using the mapping g, we dene an equivalence relation  on jGj such that
b  b
0
i g(b) = g(b
0
):
Let [b] denote the equivalence class of b with respect to . We proceed to construct a -structure
G
l
= (jG
l
j; r
G
l
; E
G
l
) whose nodes are these equivalence classes: Let
 jG
l
j = f[b] j b 2 jGjg;
 r
G
l
= [a];
 for all o
1
; o
2
2 jG
l
j and K 2 E, G
l
j= K(o
1
; o
2
) i there exist b
1
; b
2
2 jGj, such that [b
1
] = o
1
,
[b
2
] = o
2
, and G j= K(b
1
; b
2
).
We next show that G
l
is indeed the structure desired.
(1) The size of G
l
.
For each b 2 jGj, g(b)  I( ). Since jI( )j  j j, the size of G
l
is at most 2
j j
.
(2) lb
(;)
(r
G
l
; G
l
;  ) = lb
(;)
(l).
It suces to show the following claim.
Claim 1 : For each b 2 jGj, lbs
(;)
(r
G
l
; [b]; G
l
;  ) = lbs
(;)
(a; b;G;  ).
For if Claim 1 holds, then
lb
(;)
(r
G
l
; G
l
;  ) = flbs
(;)
(r
G
l
; c;G
l
;  ) j c 2 jG
l
jg
= flbs
(;)
(r
G
l
; [b]; G
l
;  ) j b 2 jGjg
= flbs
(;)
(a; b;G;  ) j b 2 jGjg
= lb
(;)
(a;G;  ):
= lb
(;)
(l):
To verify Claim 1, it suces to show the following.
Claim 2: For any b 2 jGj and  2 I
+
( ), G j= (a; b) i G
l
j= (r
G
l
; [b]).
Claim 3: For any b 2 jGj and   2 I
 
( ), G j= (b; a) i G
l
j= ([b]; r
G
l
).
For if these claims hold, then from Paths
(;)
( )  I( ) and the denition of lbs
(;)
follows
Claim 1.
We next show Claim 2 by induction on jj. Similarly, Claim 3 can be veried.
Base case: jj = 0. That is,  = . By the denition of g, it is straightforward to verify that
G
l
j= (r
G
l
; [b]) i g(b) = g(a) i  2 g(b) i b = a i G j= (a; b). Therefore, Claim 2 holds in this
case.
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Inductive step: Assume the claim for jj = m.
We next show that the claim holds for jj = m + 1. That is,  is of the form %  K, where
% 2 I
+
( ), j%j = m and K 2 E.
First, suppose that G j= (a; b). Then there exists c 2 jGj, such that
G j= %(a; c) ^K(c; b):
By the induction hypothesis,
G
l
j= %(r
G
l
; [c]):
Moreover, by G j= K(c; b) and the denition of G
l
, we have
G
l
j= K([c]; [b]):
Therefore, G
l
j= (r
G
l
; [b]).
Conversely, assume that G
l
j= (r
G
l
; [b]). Then there exists o 2 jG
l
j, such that
G
l
j= %(r
G
l
; o) ^K(o; [b]):
By the denition of G
l
and G
l
j= K(o; [b]), there exist o
1
; b
1
2 jGj, such that [o
1
] = o, [b
1
] = [b],
and
G j= K(o
1
; b
1
):
In addition, since G
l
j= %(r
G
l
; o) and [o
1
] = o, by the induction hypothesis, we have that
G j= %(a; o
1
):
Therefore, G j= (a; b
1
). That is,  2 g(b
1
). By [b
1
] = [b], we have that g(b
1
) = g(b). Therefore,
 2 g(b). Hence G j= (a; b).
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.6.
Finally, we prove Proposition 3.4. As mentioned earlier, given a structure G and a sentence  
in S
p
, we dene the structure H described in Proposition 3.4 in such a way that
 the structure G

in Lemma 3.5 is the s

( )-neighborhood of r
H
in H;
 for each l 2 LB(G; ), G
l
in Lemma 3.6 is part of H such that
{ r
G
l
= f(l), where f is the function specied in Lemma 3.5,
{ lb
(;)
(r
G
l
;H;  ) = lb
(;)
(r
G
l
; G
l
;  ) = lb
(;)
(l), and
{ lb

(r
G
l
;H;  ) = lb

(l).
Note that the proof below uses the restriction on prexes described in Denition 3.1.
Proof of Proposition 3.4: Given a structure G and a sentence  in S
p
, let G

be the structure
specied in Lemma 3.5, and for each l 2 LB(G; ), let G
l
be the structure specied in Lemma 3.6.
Without loss of generality, assume that jG
l
j \ jG

j = ; and jG
l
j \ jG
l
0
j = ; if l 6= l
0
. We build
structure H = (jHj; r
H
; E
H
), as follows.
 jHj = jG

j [
[
l2LB(G; )
(jG
l
j n fr
G
l
g);
 r
H
= r
G

;
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Figure 5: The structure H in Proposition 3.4
 For all a; b 2 jHj and each K 2 E, H j= K(a; b) i one of the following conditions is satised:
{ a; b 2 jG

j and G

j= K(a; b);
{ For some l 2 LB(G; ), a; b 2 jG
l
j and G
l
j= K(a; b);
{ Let L

be the subset of jG

j and f the function specied in Lemma 3.5. For some
l 2 LB(G; ),
 a = f(l), b 2 jG
l
j and G
l
j= K(r
G
l
; b); or
 b = f(l), a 2 jG
l
j and G
l
j= K(a; r
G
l
); or
 a = b = f(l) and G
l
j= K(r
G
l
; r
G
l
).
Intuitively, H is built from G

and G
l
's by identifying f(l) with r
G
l
for each l 2 LB(G; ). See
Figure 5 for the structure H.
We now show that H is indeed the structure desired.
(1) The size of H.
Obviously,
size(H) = size(G

) +
X
l2LB(G; )
size(G
l
)  jLB(G; )j:
By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, the size of jHj is at most
j j + 2
j j+2
j j
2
j j
;
which is no larger than 2
2
2 j j
.
Note that when s

( ) = 0, the size of H is at most 2
j j
.
(2) LB(H; ) = LB(G; ).
It suces to show the claim below.
Claim: Let L

be the set and f the function specied in Lemma 3.5. They have the following
properties.
1. For each a 2 jHj n L

, lb(a;H;  ) = (;; ;).
2. For each l 2 LB(G; ), lb(f(l);H;  ) = l.
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For if the claim holds, then LB(G; )  LB(H; ). In addition, by Lemma 3.5, f is a bijection
between LB(G; ) and L

. Therefore, LB(H; ) = LB(G; ).
To show the claim, rst observe the following simple facts about H, which are immediate from
the denition of H.
Fact 1 : For any l 2 LB(G; ) and a; b 2 jHj, if b 2 jG
l
j and a 62 jG
l
j, then for each path ,
 H j= (a; b) i there are paths  and %, such that  =   % and H j= (a; f(l)) ^ %(f(l); b);
 H j= (b; a) i a = f(l) and G
l
j= (b; r
G
l
).
Fact 2 : For each l 2 LB(G; ) and any a 2 jHj, if there exists path  such that H j= (f(l); a),
then either a 2 jG
l
j or a = f(l).
Fact 3 : For each l 2 LB(G; ), for any path  and node a 2 jG
l
j \ jHj,
H j= (f(l); a) i G
l
j= (r
G
l
; a);
H j= (a; f(l)) i G
l
j= (a; r
G
l
);
H j= (f(l); f(l)) i G
l
j= (r
G
l
; r
G
l
):
Using the facts above, we examine the following cases.
Case 1 : a 2 jG

j n L

. By Facts 1 and 2, all the paths from r
H
to node a are in G

. By
Lemma 3.5, there is only one path from r
H
to a, and the length of the path is less than S

( ).
By the denition of the path labels and the restriction on prexes described in Denition 3.1,
lb(a;H;  ) = (;; ;).
Case 2 : For some l 2 LB(G; ), a 2 jG
l
j n fr
G
l
g. By Fact 1, if there is path  from r
H
to
node a, then there must be paths  and %, such that  =   % and H j= (a; f(l)) ^ %(f(l); b). In
addition, since a 6= f(l), we have % 6= . By Lemma 3.5, jj = s

( ). Hence s

( ) < jj. Therefore,
by the denition of the path labels and the restriction on prexes described in Denition 3.1,
lb(a;H;  ) = (;; ;).
Case 3 : a 2 L

. That is, a = f(l) for some l 2 LB(G; ). By Lemma 3.5 and Fact 1,
lb

(a;H;  ) = lb

(l). By Facts 2, 3 and Lemma 3.6, we have lb
(;)
(a;H;  ) = lb
(;)
(l). Hence
lb(a;H;  ) = l.
Therefore, the claim holds.
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.4
4 Sublanguage P

In this section, we present a sublanguage of P and establish the decidability of its associated
implication problems.
4.1 Denition
Some cases of path constraint implication are not examples of the prex restricted implication. For
instance, the set consisting of the two extent constraints and the two inverse constraints for school
databases given in Section 1 is not a prex restricted subset of P .
The constraints in the last example, however, are in the sublanguage P

dened below.
Denition 4.1: A -restricted path constraint ' is a constraint in P with jlt(')j  1. That is,
either lt(') = , or lt(') = K for some K 2 E.
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The set of all simple path constraints and all -restricted path constraints is denoted by P

.
Note that the class of word constraints is a proper subset of P

. In addition, not all constraints
in P

are expressible in two-variable rst-order logic. Indeed, the constraint ' given in Example 2.1
is in P

, but is not in FO
2
.
4.2 The implication problems for P

The decidability of the implication problems for P

is established by the following.
Theorem 4.1: The implication and nite implication problems for P

are decidable.
In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we show Theorem 4.1 by establishing the small
model property for the following set of sentences:
S(P

) = f
^
 ^ :' j ' 2 P

;   P

;  is niteg:
To do this, we give a ltration argument. Given a satisable sentence  in S(P

), we nd the
set of paths in  and use a path labeling mechanism similar to the one employed in the proof of
Theorem 3.1. More specically, let G be a model of  . We use the paths in  to label each node of
G, and therefore, obtain the label of G with respect to  . The cardinality of this label is determined
only by j j, the length of  . We then construct a structure H, such that H and G have the same
label with respect to  , and moreover, H j=  . In addition, each node of H has a unique path
label. The size of H is, therefore, bounded by the cardinality of the label of G with respect to  ,
which is at most 2
j j
. Thus the small model property is established.
We rst dene the path labels, called relative path labels. Using the path labels, we then establish
the small model property for S(P

).
4.3 Relative path label
Given a satisable sentence  of S(P

), where  =
V
 ^ :', we use the following sets to denote
paths in  :
Paths
(;)
( ) = fpf() j  2  [ f'gg [ flt() j  2  [ f'g;  2 P
s
g
I
(;)
( ) =
[
%2Paths
(;)
( )
f j  
p
%g
I(') =
(
f j  
p
rt(')g if ' is a forward constraint
f j  
s
rt(')g if ' is a backward constraint
Here  
p
% ( 
s
%) means that  is a prex (sux) of %, as dened in Section 2.
Let G be a model of  , G = (jGj; r
G
; E
G
), and (a; b) be a pair of nodes in jGj such that
G j= pf(')(r; a) ^ lt(')(a; b) ^ :rt(')(a; b)
if ' is a forward constraint, and
G j= pf(')(r; a) ^ lt(')(a; b) ^ :rt(')(b; a)
if ' is a backward constraint. This pair is referred to as a witness of :' in G.
For each c 2 jGj, we label c with a pair. The rst component of the pair is
ls
(;)
(c;G;  ) = f j  2 I
(;)
( ); G j= (r
G
; c)g:
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The second component is dened to be:
ls
'
(c; a;G;  ) =
(
f j  2 I('); G j= (a; c)g if ' is a forward constraint
f j  2 I('); G j= (c; a)g if ' is a backward constraint
The path label of node c in G relative to  and a is dened to be:
ls(c;G;  ; a) = (ls
(;)
(c;G;  ); ls
'
(c; a;G;  ))
The path label of G relative to  and a is dened to be:
LS(G; ; a) = fls(c;G;  ; a) j c 2 jGjg
Note that for each c 2 jGj,
  2 ls
(;)
(c;G;  ) i c = r
G
, and
  2 ls
'
(c; a;G;  ) i c = a.
We next examine the size of a relative path label.
Given a satisable sentence  of S(P

), where  =
V
 ^ :', let G be a model of  and (a; b)
a witness of :' of G. Note that for each c 2 jGj,
ls
(;)
(c;G;  )  I
(;)
( );
ls
'
(c; a;G;  )  I('):
In addition, it is easy to verify that
jI
(;)
( )j+ jI(')j  j j:
Hence
jLS(G; ; a)j  2
j j
:
The notion of relative path labels diers from the one described in Section 3.3 in the following
aspects. First, relative path labels are dened for models of satisable sentences in S(P

), rather
than for arbitrary structures. Second, the relative path label of a node in a structure involves
only the paths between the node and two xed nodes of the structure, whereas the one given in
Section 3.3 contains paths related to all the nodes in the structure. As a result, a relative path
label has a much smaller cardinality. Third, a relative path label does not characterize whether
a structure is a model of a sentence in S(P

), but based on it we are able to form a ltration
argument to establish the small model property for S(P

).
4.4 The small model property
Based on relative path labels we establish the following proposition, from which follows Theorem 4.1.
Proposition 4.2: Every satisable sentence  of S(P

) has a model of size at most 2
j j
.
Proof: Let  be a satisable sentence in S(P

), where  =
V
^:'. Since  is satisable, there
is a structure G = (jGj; r
G
; E
G
) such that G j=  . It follows that there exist a; b 2 jGj such that
(a; b) is a witness of :' in G. That is,
G j= pf(')(r; a) ^ lt(')(a; b) ^ :rt(')(a; b)
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if ' is a forward constraint, and
G j= pf(')(r; a) ^ lt(')(a; b) ^ :rt(')(b; a)
if ' is a backward constraint.
Consider LS(G; ; a). As in the proof of Lemma 3.6, we dene an equivalence relation  on jGj
by:
b  b
0
i ls(b;G;  ; a) = ls(b
0
; G;  ; a):
We denote the equivalence class of b with respect to  as [b]. By taking these equivalence classes
as nodes, we proceed to construct a -structure H = (jHj; r
H
; E
H
) as follows:
 jHj = f[b] j b 2 jGjg;
 r
H
= [r
G
];
 for each K 2 E and o
1
; o
2
2 jHj, H j= K(o
1
; o
2
) i there are b
1
; b
2
2 jGj such that [b
1
] = o
1
,
[b
2
] = o
2
, and G j= K(b
1
; b
2
).
We next show that H j=  , and moreover, the size of H is at most 2
j j
.
(1) The size of H.
Obviously, size(H) is at most jLS(G; ; a)j. Therefore, the size of H is at most 2
j j
.
(2) H j=  .
It suces to show following claims.
Claim 1: For any path  and all c; d 2 jGj, if G j= (c; d), then H j= ([c]; [d]).
Claim 2: For each c 2 jGj, ls(c;G;  ; a) = ls([c];H;  ; [a]).
Using these claims, we show H j=  as follows. The proofs of these claims will be given shortly.
We rst show that H j= . Suppose, for reductio, that there exists  2  such that H j= :.
Without loss of generality, assume that  is a forward constraint (the argument for the backward
case is analogous). Then there exist c; d 2 jHj, such that
H j= pf()(r
H
; c) ^ lt()(c; d) ^ :rt()(c; d):
We have two cases to consider.
Case 1:  is a simple constraint. That is, pf() =  and c = r
H
.
In this case, the assumption is equivalent to
lt() 2 ls
(;)
(d;H;  ) and H j= :rt()(r
H
; d):
By the denition of H, there exists d
1
2 jGj, such that [d
1
] = d. By Claim 2,
ls
(;)
(d
1
; G;  ) = ls
(;)
(d;H;  ):
Hence lt() 2 ls
(;)
(d
1
; G;  ). That is, G j= lt()(r
G
; d
1
). Since G j= , G j= rt()(r
G
; d
1
). By
Claim 1, we have H j= rt()(r
H
; d). This contradicts the assumption.
Case 2:  is a -restricted constraint, i.e., jlt()j  1.
If jlt()j = 0, then c = d. Thus by the assumption,
pf() 2 ls
(;)
(c;H;  ) and H j= :rt()(c; c):
By the denition of H, there exists c
1
2 jGj, such that [c
1
] = c. By Claim 2,
ls
(;)
(c
1
; G;  ) = ls
(;)
(c;H;  ):
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Thus pf() 2 ls
(;)
(c
1
; G;  ). That is, G j= pf()(r
G
; c
1
). By G j= , G j= rt()(c
1
; c
1
). Thus by
Claim 1, we have H j= rt()(c; c). This contradicts the assumption.
If jlt()j = 1, then lt() = K for some K 2 E. By the assumption, we have
pf() 2 ls
(;)
(c;H;  ) and H j= K(c; d) ^ :rt()(c; d):
By the denition of H, there exist nodes c
1
; d
1
2 jGj, such that [c
1
] = c, [d
1
] = d and G j= K(c
1
; d
1
).
By Claim 2, we have that
ls
(;)
(c
1
; G;  ) = ls
(;)
(c;H;  ):
As a result, we have G j= pf()(r
G
; c
1
). Thus G j= pf()(r
G
; c
1
) ^ K(c
1
; d
1
). By G j= ,
G j= rt()(c
1
; d
1
). Thus by Claim 1, we have that H j= rt()(c; d). Again, this contradicts
the assumption.
Therefore, H j= .
We next show that H j= :'. Since (a; b) is a witness of :' in G,
G j= pf(')(r
G
; a) ^ lt(')(a; b):
By Claim 1,
H j= pf(')(r
H
; [a]) ^ lt(')([a]; [b]):
By Claim 2, we have that ls
'
(b; a;G;  ) = ls
'
([b]; [a];H;  ). As a result, when ' is a forward
constraint, by G j= :rt(')(a; b), we have that
H j= :rt(')([a]; [b]);
and when ' is a backward constraint, by G j= :rt(')(b; a), we have that
H j= :rt(')([b]; [a]):
Therefore, H j= :'.
We now show Claim 1 by induction on jj.
Base case: If jj = 0, then c = d. Hence clearly [c] = [d]. That is, H j= ([c]; [d]).
Inductive step: Assume the claim for jj = m.
We now consider  with jj = m+1. By jj = m+1, there exist a path % and K 2 E, such that
 = % K and j%j = m. By G j= (c; d), there exist a node c
0
2 jGj, such that
G j= %(c; c
0
) ^K(c
0
; d):
By the induction hypothesis, H j= %([c]; [c
0
]). Furthermore, by the denition of H, we have
H j= K([c
0
]; [d]). Hence H j= ([c]; [d]).
Finally, we show Claim 2 by reductio.
Suppose that there exists c 2 jGj, such that
ls(c;G;  ; a) 6= ls([c];H;  ; [a]):
Then we examine the following three cases.
Case 1: ls
(;)
(c;G;  ) 6= ls
(;)
([c];H;  ).
To see this assumption leads to a contradiction, it suces to show the claim below.
Claim 3: For any  2 I
(;)
( ) and c 2 jGj,  2 ls
(;)
(c;G;  ) i  2 ls
(;)
([c];H;  ).
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We show this claim by induction on jj.
Base case: jj = 0. That is,  = . It is easy to see that
 2 ls
(;)
(c;G;  ) i c = r
G
;
 2 ls
(;)
([c];H;  ) i [c] = [r
G
]:
Thus by the denition of f , we have that  2 ls
(;)
(c;G;  ) i  2 ls
(;)
([c];H;  ).
Inductive step: Assume the claim for jj = m. We next consider the claim for jj = m+ 1.
Suppose  2 ls
(;)
(c;G;  ). That is, G j= (r
G
; c). Then by Claim 1, H j= (r
H
; [c]). That is,
 2 ls
(;)
([c];H;  ).
Conversely, assume that  2 ls
(;)
([c];H;  ). Then there exist d 2 jHj, K 2 E and path
% 2 I
(;)
( ), such that  = % K, j%j = m and
H j= %(r
H
; d) ^K(d; [c]):
Because H j= K(d; [c]), by the denition of H, there exist nodes c
1
; d
1
2 jGj such that [c
1
] = [c],
[d
1
] = d and G j= K(d
1
; c
1
). Moreover, by the induction hypothesis, we have % 2 ls
(;)
(d
1
; G;  ).
That is, G j= %(r
G
; d
1
). Hence
 2 ls
(;)
(c
1
; G;  ):
By [c
1
] = [c], we have that ls
(;)
(c;G;  ) = ls
(;)
(c
1
; G;  ). Thus  2 ls
(;)
(c;G;  ).
Therefore, Claim 3 holds. As a result, the assumption in Case 1 leads to a contradiction.
Case 2: ls
'
(c; a;G;  ) 6= ls
'
([c]; [a]; G;  ).
As for Case 1, it suces to prove the following claim.
Claim 4: For each  2 I(') and each c 2 jGj,  2 ls
'
(c; a;G;  ) i  2 ls
'
([c]; [a];H;  ).
The proof of Claims 4 is similar to that of Claim 1, by induction on jj. Here we assume that
' is a backward constraint. The proof for the forward case is analogous.
Base case: jj = 0. That is,  = . It is easy to see that
 2 ls
'
(c; a;G;  ) i c = a;
 2 ls
'
([c]; [a];H;  ) i [c] = [a]:
By the denition of f , we have that  2 ls
'
(c; a;G;  ) i  2 ls
'
([c]; [a];H;  ).
Inductive step: Assume the claim for jj = m. We next consider the claim for jj = m+ 1.
Assume  2 ls
'
(c; a;G;  ). That is, G j= (c; a). Then by Claim 1, H j= ([c]; [a]). That is,
 2 ls
'
([c]; [a];H;  ).
Conversely, assume that  2 ls
'
([c]; [a];H;  ). Then there exist d 2 jHj, % 2 I(') and K 2 E,
such that  = K  %, j%j = m and
H j= K([c]; d) ^ %(d; [a]):
Since H j= K([c]; d), by the denition of H, there are c
1
; d
1
2 jGj such that [c
1
] = [c], [d
1
] = d and
G j= K(c
1
; d
1
). By the induction hypothesis, we have that % 2 ls
'
(d
1
; G;  ). That is, G j= %(d
1
; a).
Hence
 2 ls
'
(c
1
; a;G;  ):
By [c
1
] = [c], we have that ls
'
(c; a;G;  ) = ls
'
(c
1
; a;G;  ). Thus  2 ls
'
(c; a;G;  ).
Therefore, Claim 4 holds. Hence the assumption in Case 2 also leads to a contradiction.
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.2.
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5 Extended implications for P

In this section, we present a generalization of the implication problems for P

and establish its
decidability.
5.1 Denition
Consider the set consisting of the local extent constraints given in Section 1 and the local inverse
constraints given in Section 3.1. This set is neither a prex restricted subset of P nor a subset of
P

. However, the constraints in this set share the following property: all of them are constraints
in schools databases in Figure 1 augmented with a common prex Schools. In general, when
represented in a global environment, path constraints in a local database are augmented with a
common prex.
This example motivates the following extension of P

.
Denition 5.1: Let  be a path and ' be a constraint in P

. The extension of ' with prex ,
denoted (';), is the constraint dened either by
8x y (  pf(')(r; x) ^ lt(')(x; y) ! rt(')(x; y))
when ' is of the forward form, or by
8x y (  pf(')(r; x) ^ lt(')(x; y) ! rt(')(y; x))
when ' is of the backward form, where  is the path concatenation operator, and pf , lt and rt are
dened in Denition 2.2.
Let  be a path and  be a nite subset of P

. The extension of  with prex  is the subset
of P dened by
f(';) j ' 2 g:
Such a set is called a prex extended subset of P

.
The extended (nite) implication problem for P

is the problem of determining, given any prex
extended subset  [ f'g of P

, whether all the (nite) models of  are also models of '.
For instance, the set described in the last example is a prex extended subset of P

.
Note that the (nite) implication problem for P

is a special case of the extended (nite)
implication problem for P

. As an immediate result, the implications for word constraints are
special cases of the extended implications of P

. Moreover, extended implications of P

cannot be
stated in two-variable rst-order logic.
5.2 Decidability
In this section, we prove the decidability of the extended implication problems for P

.
Theorem 5.1: The extended implication and nite implication problems for P

are decidable.
We prove the theorem by reduction to the implication problems for P

, whose decidability is
established by Theorem 4.1.
Let Paths denote the set of all paths, and let
S
e
(P

) = f
^
 ^ :' j  [ f'g is a prex extended subset of P

g:
Recall the set S(P

) dened in the proof of Theorem 4.1. The prex extension function from S(P

)
to S
e
(P

) is the mapping
f : S(P

) Paths! S
e
(P

);
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dened by
f(
^
 ^ :'; ) 7!
^
2
(; ) ^ :(';):
To prove Theorem 5.1, it suces to show the proposition below.
Proposition 5.2: Let  be a sentence in S(P

),  a path, and f the prex extension function
from S(P

) to S
e
(P

). Then
1.  is satisable i f( ;) is satisable;
2.  is nitely satisable i f( ;) is nitely satisable. In addition, if  has a nite model of
size N , then f( ;) has a nite model of size N + jj.
For if Proposition 5.2 holds, then S
e
(P

) has the small model property for satisability. More
specically, given  2 S
e
(P

), we can determine a path  and  2 S(P

) in linear time, such that
 = f( ; ). In addition, jj  j j + jj. If  is satisable, then by Proposition 5.2, so is  . By
Proposition 4.2,  has a model of size at most 2
j j
. Thus again by Proposition 5.2,  has a model
of size at most 2
j j
+ jj, which is no larger than 2
jj
.
We next show Proposition 5.2.
Proof: We only prove (2) of the proposition. The proof of (1) is similar.
First notice that if jj = 0, then f( ;) =  . Obviously, the proposition holds in this case.
Hence in the sequel, we assume that jj  1.
Let  =
V
 ^ :', and let
R

= f j  is a path,   g:
Here    means that  is a proper prex of , as described in Section 2. The proof of the
proposition is carried out as follows.
(1) Suppose that  has a nite model G = (jGj; r
G
; E
G
). We show that f( ;) has a nite
model H = (jHj; r
H
; E
H
), and moreover, the size of H, size(H), is size(G) + jj.
We construct H as follows. For each  2 R

, let c

be a distinguished node not in jGj. Let
 jHj = jGj [ fc

j  2 R

g;
 r
H
= c

;
 For all a; b 2 jHj and each K 2 E, H j= K(a; b) i one of the following conditions is satised:
{ there exists  2 R

, such that a = c

and b = c
K
and  K 2 R

; or
{ there exists  2 R

, such that  =  K and a = c

and b = r
G
; or
{ a; b 2 jGj and G j= K(a; b).
Obviously, size(H) = size(G) + jj.
To show that H j= f( ;), rst observe the following simple facts, which are immediate from
the construction of H.
Fact 1: fc j c 2 jHj; H j= (c

; c)g = fr
G
g.
Fact 2: For each a 2 jGj and each c 2 jHj n jGj, there exists no path  such that G j= (a; c).
Next, we show that H j=
^
2
(; ) ^ :(';).
First, suppose, for reductio, that there exists  2  such that H j= :(; ). Without loss of
generality, assume that  is a forward constraint (the argument for the backward case is analogous).
Then there exist a; b; c 2 jHj, such that
H j= (c

; a) ^ pf()(a; b) ^ lt()(b; c) ^ :rt()(b; c):
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By Fact 1, a = r
G
. By Fact 2, b; c 2 jGj, and moreover, by the construction of H,
G j= pf()(a; b) ^ lt()(b; c) ^ :rt()(b; c):
That is, G j= :. This contradicts the assumption that G j=  .
Second, since G j=  , G j= :'. Without loss of generality, assume that ' is a forward constraint
(the argument for the backward case is analogous). Hence there exist b; c 2 jGj, such that
G j= pf(')(r
G
; b) ^ lt(')(b; c) ^ :rt(')(b; c):
By Fact 1, H j= (c

; r
G
). Hence by the construction of H,
H j= (c

; r
G
) ^ pf(')(r
G
; b) ^ lt(')(b; c) ^ :rt(')(b; c):
That is, H j= :(';).
Hence H j= f( ;). Therefore, H is a nite model of f( ;).
(2) Suppose that f( ;) has a nite model G = (jGj; r
G
; E
G
). We construct a nite model of
 .
Without loss of generality, assume that ' is a forward constraint (the proof for the backward
case is analogous). Since G j= :(';), i.e.,
G j= 9x y (  pf(')(r
G
; x) ^ lt(')(x; y) ^ :rt(')(x; y));
there exist a; b; c 2 jGj, such that
G j= (r
G
; a) ^ pf(')(a; b) ^ lt(')(b; c) ^ :rt(')(b; c):
Let
m = maxfjpf()j+ jlt()j+ jrt()j j  2  [ f'gg + 1
and let G(a) be the m-neighborhood of a in G, as described in Denition 3.3. Clearly, G(a) is a
nite structure. We next show that G(a) j=  .
We rst show that G(a) j= :'. Since jpf(')j+ jlt(')j < m and jpf(')j+ jrt(')j < m, we have
that b 2 jG(a)j and c 2 jG(a)j. Thus by the denition of G(a), we have
G(a) j= pf(')(a; b) ^ lt(')(b; c) ^ :rt(')(b; c):
That is, G(a) j= :'.
Second, we show by reductio that for each  2 , G(a) j= . Suppose that there exists  2 ,
such that G(a) j= :. Without loss of generality, assume that  is a forward constraint (the proof
for the backward case is analogous). Then there exist d; e 2 jG(a)j, such that
G(a) j= pf()(a; d) ^ lt()(d; e) ^ :rt()(d; e):
Thus by the denition of G(a), we have
G j= (r
G
; a) ^ pf()(a; d) ^ lt()(d; e) ^ :rt()(d; e):
That is, G j= :(; ). This contradicts the assumption that G j= f( ;).
This completes the proof of the proposition.
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Note that the proof of Proposition 5.2 does not use any special property of P

, and therefore,
still holds for arbitrary recursive subsets of P . More specically, given any recursive subset X of
P , we can dene the function  for sentences of X in the same way as in Denition 5.1. Similarly,
the prex extended subsets of X can also be dened. Let
S(X) = f
^
 ^ :' j  [ f'g is a nite subset of Xg;
S
e
(X) = f
^
 ^ :' j  [ f'g is a prex extended subset of Xg:
Dene the prex extension function from S(X) to S
e
(X) as the mapping
g : S(X) Paths! S
e
(X);
such that
g(
^
 ^ :'; ) 7!
^
2
(; ) ^ :(';):
It is easy to see that the argument for Proposition 5.2 also provides a proof of the corollary below.
Corollary 5.3: Let X be a recursive subset of P ,  a sentence in S(X),  a path, and g the prex
extension function from S(X) to S
e
(X). Then
1.  is satisable i g( ;) is satisable;
2.  is nitely satisable i g( ;) is nitely satisable. In addition, if  has a nite model of
size N , then g( ;) has a nite model of size N + jj.
6 Conjunctive path constraints
In this section, we show that the decidability results established in the previous sections also hold
true for the conjunctive path constraints dened in Section 2.
We rst dene fragments of P
c
analogous to the fragments of P discussed in the previous sections.
Denition 6.1: A nite subset  of P
c
is called a prex restricted subset of P
c
i for all ,  in
, all the paths in pf() [ pf( ) have the same length.
The prex restricted (nite) implication problem for P
c
is the problem of determining, given any
nite prex restricted subset  [ fg of P
c
, whether all the (nite) models of  are also models
of .
Denition 6.2: A simple conjunctive path constraint  is a constraint of P
c
with pf() = fg.
A -restricted conjunctive path constraint  is a constraint of P
c
such that for each  2 lt(),
jj  1.
The set of all simple conjunctive path constraints and all -restricted conjunctive path con-
straints is denoted by P
c

.
Denition 6.3: Let  be a path and  be a constraint in P
c

. The extension of  with prex ,
denoted (; ), is the constraint in P
c
dened either by
8x y (
^
2 pf()
  (r; x) ^
^
 2 lt()
(x; y)! rt()(x; y))
when  is of the forward form, or by
8x y (
^
2 pf()
  (r; x) ^
^
 2 lt()
(x; y)! rt()(y; x))
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when  is of the backward form.
Let  be a path and  be a nite subset of P
c

. The extension of  with prex  is the subset
of P
c
dened by
f(; ) j  2 g:
Such a set is called a prex extended subset of P
c

.
The extended (nite) implication problem for P
c

is the problem of determining, given any prex
extended subset  [ fg of P
c

, whether all the (nite) models of  are also models of .
The following decidability results can be veried analogously to Theorems 3.1, 4.1 and 5.1,
respectively.
Theorem 6.1: The prex restricted implication and nite implication problems for P
c
are decid-
able.
Theorem 6.2: The implication and nite implication problems for P
c

are decidable.
Theorem 6.3: The extended implication and nite implication problems for P
c

are decidable.
7 Conclusions
In [10], we introduced a path constraint language, P , and established the undecidability of its
associated implication problems. In light of these undecidability results, in this paper we have
identied several fragments of P which suce to express many important integrity constraints such
as local database constraints and inverse constraints. We have established the decidability of the
implication problems associated with each of these fragments. We have also demonstrated the use
of these fragments in optimizing query evaluation and in adding structure to semistructured data.
In addition, we have investigated a generalization of P , P
c
, and shown that the decidability results
for the fragments of P investigated here also hold for the analogous fragments of P
c
.
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